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Abstract
Surface Acoustic Waves (SAW) are by their nature very sensitive to changes in physical propagation
conditions. This statement relates primarily to the properties of the substrate, i.e. the surface on which these
waves propagate, but under certain conditions it also refers to the parameters of the gaseous environment
directly in contact with the substrate. The influence of this environment on SAW parameters can be used to
detect specific gases that are present in this environment and change its density. The basic research problem
was to determine the dependence of the resonant frequency and attenuation of waves in a resonator with SAW
on the parameters and concentrations of specific gases in the gaseous environment in which the resonator
works. The secondary objective was to determine whether this dependence is strong enough to be used for the
construction of sensors and whether it is possible to identify gases present in the environment based on such
measurements. Two-port resonators from SAW and measuring stand of our own design were used for the
research. The analyses conducted and laboratory measurements confirmed the existence of the abovedescribed dependence. It was found that it increases with the increase of the difference between the molar
mass of the gas being tested and the average molecular mass of the gaseous environment. This fact makes the
proposed method suitable for detection of gases of relatively low or high molar masses. In air it is possible to
detect hydrogen, helium, krypton, xenon and vapour of volatile compounds with sufficiently high molar
masses.
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ZASTOSOWANIE AKUSTYCZNYCH FAL POWIERZCHNIOWYCH DO DETEKCJI
WYCIEKU GAZÓW
Streszczenie
Akustyczne fale powierzchniowe (AFP) są ze swej natury bardzo czułe na zmiany fizycznych warunków
propagacji. Stwierdzenie to dotyczy przede wszystkim własności ich podłoża tj. powierzchni, po której te fale
się propagują, jednak w pewnych warunkach odnosi się ono także do parametrów otoczenia gazowego
bezpośrednio stykającego się z tym podłożem. Wpływ tego otoczenia na parametry AFP można wykorzystać
do detekcji specyficznych gazów znajdujących się w tymże otoczeniu i zmieniających jego gęstość.
Podstawowym problemem badawczym było określenie zależności częstotliwości rezonansowej i tłumienia fal
w rezonatorze z AFP od parametrów i stężeń określonych gazów znajdujących się w otoczeniu gazowym,
w którym tenże rezonator pracuje. Ustalono też czy zależność ta jest dostatecznie silna aby dało ją się
wykorzystać do budowy czujników oraz czy możliwa jest na podstawie takich pomiarów identyfikacja gazów
obecnych w otoczeniu. Do badań wykorzystano dwuportowe rezonatory z AFP oraz własnej konstrukcji
stanowisko pomiarowe. Stwierdzono, że wymieniona zależność rośnie w miarę wzrostu różnicy masy
molowej oznaczanego gazu od przeciętnej masy cząsteczkowej otoczenia gazowego. Fakt ten powoduje, że
proponowana metoda nadaje się w do detekcji gazów o stosunkowo niskich lub wysokich masach molowych.
W powietrzu można w ten sposób wykrywać wodór, hel, krypton, ksenon oraz pary lotnych związków o
odpowiednio wysokiej masie molowej.
Słowa kluczowe: akustyczne fale powierzchniowe, detekcja gazów, diagnostyka uszczelnień

1. INTRODUCTION
Industrial technologies, diagnostic tests or laboratory work very often require the use of various industrial gases. This makes it necessary to transport and
store them, as well as monitor the tightness of the

containers and the installation. This is most often
done by systematic pressure control, monitoring of
the filling level of cylinders and tanks or by using
dedicated electronic detection devices.
The most frequently used gas detectors include:
catalytic, electrochemical, semiconductor, photo-
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acoustic, infrared, flame and ultrasonic. The variety
of detection mechanisms used results from the existence of specific advantages and disadvantages of each
of the above mentioned detectors. In many cases,
only their synergistic cooperation may allow to obtain
the expected detection parameters. This is the reason
why, despite the existence of many detection devices,
there is a constant search for new solutions. This
article describes a rather innovative method for detecting leaks of technical gases based on the use of
Rayleigh waves. These waves, which belong to the
family of surface acoustic waves (SAW), are by their
nature very sensitive to changes in physical propagation conditions. This statement concerns first of all
the properties of their substrates, i.e. the near-surface
layer in which the waves propagate, but under certain
conditions it also refers to the parameters of the gaseous environment directly in contact with these substrates [1 - 4]. The influence of this environment on
SAW parameters can be used to detect specific gases,
present in this environment, and changing its density.
A sensor working on this principle is not highly selective, but its advantage can be a very fast response
rate and simplicity of operation. This can be important for monitoring industrial gases with toxic or
explosive properties, where basically high selectivity
is not required, but sensitivity, short response time
and reliability are important.
1.1. SENSOR PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION
The Rayleigh wave can propagate in the nearsurface layer of elastic solids and is essentially a nearsurface superposition of bulk transverse and longitudinal waves that propagate away from the surface
independently and at different speeds. The movement
of the medium associated with the Rayleigh wave is
practically non-existent at a distance of the order of
the wavelength - sufficient for transverse and longitudinal waves to propagate independently.
The surface amplitude of the Rayleigh wave propagating from the point of excitation is inversely proportional to the distance r from this point, much
slower than for bulk waves. In the ideal case, the
damping of this wave is caused by the gradual radiation of its energy to the bulk of the substrate. Waves
that transmit energy from the surface wave to the
substrate are called leaky waves. In this case, it will
be leaky Rayleigh waves. In classical theory, the
substrate borders on the vacuum. However, when it is
loaded with a fluid, Scholte waves will accompany
Rayleigh waves, which will be carried out in the fluid
layer bordering directly the solid. Their energy will
also gradually leak into the fluid. The analysis of the
problem of propagation of waves generated by a point
source placed on the solid-fluid boundary shows that
such a source in the ideal case generates nine types of
waves [5]. These waves are illustrated in Fig. 1.
The fluid load modifies Rayleigh's characteristic
equation by adding an additional component responsible for the additional suppression of the waves. The

mechanism of absorption of the energy of surface
waves by a fluid has been described in several works
[e.g. 5-8], and three types of approaches to the analysis of this problem can be noted - classical, quantum
and probabilistic. Classical approaches are based on
the analysis of wave equations with modified boundary conditions [5, 6]. Quantum methods use phonon
models to study the behaviour of surface waves considered as phononic streams [7, 8]. In turn, probabilistic approaches use models of velocity distribution of
gas particles (atoms or molecules) and mechanisms of
energy their kinetic energy gaining from the waved
surface [9, 10].
fluid
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Fig. 1. Waves generated from a point source at the
fluid-solid border; lw – longitudinal wave in solid,
pw – compression wave in fluid, tw – transversal
wave in solid, Rw – Rayleigh wave, Sw – Scholte
wave, hw1 – head wave in solid, hw2 – head wave in
fluid, lw1 – leaky Rayleigh wave, lw2 – leaky Scholte wave

If one assumes that a selected gas particle falls at
a certain angle and with a certain energy on a surface
with a Rayleigh wave, it can bounce back from that
surface, taking some its kinetic energy. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. A cross-section of the surface with
a Rayleigh wave. The gas molecule falls
on the dx element at an angle of r and
is reflected taking with it some the kinetic
energy of the wave. The angles |l| and r
limit the particles exit trajectories on the
left and on the right respectively.

Assuming that the surface waves are sufficiently
short and the temperature of the gas and substrate are
similar, a statistical velocity distribution of the gas
particles over the waved surface can be determined
using the Maxwell model. It has the following form
[10]:
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volume increased by reflections by n (r ) , m is
particle mass, k is the Boltzmann constant, and T is
gas temperature.
This model expresses the probability density of a
particles velocities. It should be noted that it is essentially correct for one- or two-atomic gases whose
particles do not interact with each other. Such a condition is fulfilled in a free molecular regime.
In order for a particle to reflect from a waved surface once, the angle between the velocity vector at the
moment of collision and the tangent to the waved
surface cannot be arbitrary. The range of permissible
angles is determined by the following reflection condition [10]:

where

the

v3

l

 v1 − vR 

v3

r ,
 l (l ) =  r ( 2 −  r ) ,

these parameters can be measured relatively easily
and accurately.
2. MEASURING SET

where vi are the components of particle velocity, ui
are the components of substrate surface displacements (Rayleigh wave is assumed to be on the surface
without concentrated loads - no transverse component), n denotes a number of molecules per unit

−
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(2)

 r = tgr ,

l = tgl , vR is the Rayleigh wave velocity. The average tangent velocity of the particle will be described
using the following formula:
1
V ( ) =
v1S (v, ) dv
n V
.
(3)
After integration and averaging, the relationship is
obtained at all angles meeting condition (2):
A  r* ( )
V 
2C 
,
(4)
v
*
m
R
In which the  r ( ) =
,
 r ( ) , C = vR
A
2kT
is the circular frequency and the A is the amplitude of
the Rayleigh wave. For sinusoidal surface deformation
The above relationships allow to determine the
kinetic energy received from the wave by the gas
above it, and thus the change of the damping coefficient of the wave.
For example, for LiNbO3 substrate, Y-cut and x1
propagation direction with an amplitude of 1 nm, at
room temperature for light gases such as helium or
hydrogen, the tangential component velocity of the
order of 0.1 m/s is obtained, and for heavy gases such
as krypton the value is 10 times smaller. This means
that by measuring the attenuation of the Rayleigh’s
wave in an SAW delay line or a resonator, changes in
the concentration of a given gas in the vicinity of the
device can be observed. Changes in attenuation also
translate into changes in wave frequency. Both of

The tests of the theory outlined here can be carried out using almost any system with a Rayleigh’s
wave device that allows easy measurement of its
parameters. In general, self-excited generation systems are used for this purpose, using SAW delay lines
or resonators [11, 12]. However, these systems have
the disadvantage of being only suitable for the measurement of frequency changes. It is difficult to use
them for measuring changes in damping.
To carry out the measurements described herein,
two-port 196 MHz Rayleigh wave resonators [13] and
measurement station of authors design were used [14,
15]. It is indeed a precise, computerized system for
measuring transmission parameters, dedicated to
testing two-port SAW resonators and sensors based
on them. This system was used to determine the dependence of wave attenuation and resonance frequency changes in the resonator on the concentration of
specific gases in the gaseous environment in which
the resonator operates. In order to get rid of the effects of moisture, dried nitrogen as a carrier gas for
various test gases was used. The diagram of the
measuring set is shown in Fig. 3.
thermostat
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Fig. 3. Measurement system controlling the parameters of eight resonators; MFC - mass-flow controllers, PC - computing system

The part of the measuring system in contact with
the test gases was thermally stabilised and ensured
the stability of the temperature of the resonator
chamber and the gas supply tubes at ± 0,5 °C. The
measurements were carried out at temperatures of 20,
30, 40 and 50 °C.
3. MEASUREMENT RESULTS
The measurements were carried out for four industrial gases H2, He, Ar and Kr. At a set temperature, to the measuring system nitrogen was introduced. It was a carrier gas, to which the tested gases
were added in concentrations of 25% gradation. The
resonators inside the chamber are used to measure the
changes in amplitudes and frequencies at given concentrations. Once the system response was fixed, the
measured gas was cut off. After the stabilization of
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the system containing only the carrier gas, the next
concentration of the test gas, increased by 25%, was
introduced. The results of measurements for amplitude and frequency changes are shown in fig. 4.

Fig. 5. Illustration of the behaviour of the system on
the example of changes of concentration He

The plot of amplitude changes shown in Fig. 5
can be considered linear, especially in the low concentrations range. It is worth noting that the temperature dependence is quite weak and this dependence
increases with the concentration, which is basically in
accordance with the probabilistic model described
here.
4. CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY

Fig. 4. An example of measured dependence of
aplitude and frequency changes for different
cocentrations of tested gases (25%, 50%, 75% and
100% respectively) in nitrogen

The response time was about 40 seconds, which
indicates that the surface reacts very quickly to
changes in concentrations. Changes in attenuation
also accompany the decrease in resonance frequency
of the resonator. Since the carrier gas was nitrogen,
an increase in the concentration of lighter gases results in a reduction in attenuation, while in the case of
heavier gases, attenuation increases. Because in
damping systems the frequency depends on the
square of the damping factor, changes in this parameter will always have the same sign - the frequency
will always decrease. Frequency drops at high concentrations differ slightly from the values resulting
from the theory of suppressed oscillators, which indicates that there must be some additional factors involved. Perhaps it is the matter of different viscosities
of the gasses. It seems that in the range of low concentrations it is more advantageous to detect frequency changes, whereas in the case of high concentrations the changes in attenuation are more visible. The
detection threshold depends on difference of molar
masses between carrier and detected gases.
The sensor behaves almost linearly over a wide
temperature range (monitored using Pt 100 sensor),
which is shown in in fig. 5 for He.

On the basis of the conducted measurements it
can be stated that the presented method is suitable for
detection of gases of relatively low or high molar
masses in relation to the surrounding gas. In this way,
it is possible to detect hydrogen, helium, krypton,
xenon, etc. in the air at concentrations of several
percent. In addition, due to measuring attenuation
beside the frequency change, gives the possibility of
recognise at least two groups of gases heavier and
lighter than gas in the adjacent environment because
of different signs of their A.
However, sensitivity can be increased by increasing the amplitude and, above all, the frequency of the
Rayleigh wave. The method is not selective, but it can
be useful for monitoring technical installations containing these gases. The main advantage of this type
of sensors is their simplicity, very low time constant,
high reliability and resistance to ageing processes.
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